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This is the foundation of one of the big challenges to space debris remediation - even if a satellite breaks up into dangerous pieces, technically the country of registration still owns all those pieces. The Outer Space Treaty and Registration Convention requires the state of registry to maintain jurisdiction and control over their registered space objects and states are not allowed to handle and/or manipulate the space objects of another state. But what happens if control is lost? Do other countries have the right to mitigate potential dangers? Find out this and more today at IEEE Tech Talk.

Steven Wood is a U.S. patent attorney and space lawyer and he currently holds roles as Senior of Counsel at the Vela Wood Law Firm in Austin, TX and also as Senior Director of Neuromorphic Technology Development with an Air Force Research Labs funded AI hardware research group at the SUNY Albany College of Nanotechnology, Science, and Engineering. He is also Adjunct Professor of Law at Albany Law School, the nation’s oldest independent law school. Steven has held prior roles with the US Patent & Trademark Office, Brookhaven National Lab, Leiden University, and The Research Foundation for SUNY, where he built an in-house patent practice group.
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